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8K TVs, robots, smart home gadgets, wearables, hearables, AI, and more on the last day of CEATEC 2017 By Dr. Marco Zangirolami • 2017-10-06T12:48:08.278Z Apple Struggling to be productive today? There's an app for that! When it comes to living your best working life, it's not always easy to stay on duty – especially when there are
so many distractions around you 24/7. That's why we've compiled a list of some of the best productivity apps to help you become organized (see our organizing tips!), focus, and tasks to be successful in 2020 and beyond. Whether you're struggling to be productive while working from home or need a little help following your personal
project, this useful app will help you manage your daily schedule and tasks – and will definitely help make life a little easier when it comes to getting things done. Want to know what types of apps can help you be more productive? Our list includes everything from time management apps and online planners, to others designed to increase
your focus, improve your bad habits, and even prevent you from procrastinating and getting distracted. Whatever type of app you decide is best for you, you'll soon be on your way to checking out everything on your to-do list – especially with a bit of inspiration from the best life quotes and motivational podcasts. And of course, after
downloading this app, be sure to follow our best tips on how to be more productive – and then start working on your most successful year. Ads – Continue Reading Below 1 Todoist If you're looking for a simple way to organize and track your daily to-do list, Todoist is a great task management app to use. It allows you to organize and sort
tasks, set due dates and reminders, and even track your progress and collaborate on projects with others. Other useful features include location-based reminders as well as the option to sort tasks according to priorities and tags! Cost: FreeGet for Android or iOS 2 Evernote As a popular note organizer and planner app, Evernote is a
favorite for creating notes and organizing all your ideas in one place. The app allows you to capture notes not only by writing, but also with photos, audio, digital sketches, PDFs, and more – and everything is instantly searchable (yes, even images!). Plus, you can sync all your notes across different devices to make it easy to keep
everything on the go. Cost: FreeGet for Android or iOS 3 Forest Are you easily distracted on your phone? This unique app motivates you to put the screen down and stay focused on your tasks. Simple Forest Premise: Plant seeds when you to work, then set a timer. If you stick to the task, your tree grows – but if you exit the app for
whatever reason, your tree dies. Soon you can grow an entire forest! (Plus, the app has also partnered with Trees of the Future to plant real trees, so you can help the planet while helping yourself!) Cost: $1.99Get to or iOS 4 Be Focused If you're the type of person who works best with disjointed breaks, the app uses the Pomodoro
Technique – which involves breaking your day into a 25-minute focus session followed by a five-minute break – to help you get the job done. With this app, users can manage their tasks to set the duration of work intervals and break the duration (you can even adjust it to your own preferences), while tracking progress and goals
throughout the day or week. Cost: FreeGet for iOS 5 Freedom We all know how easy it is to be distracted by social media and other websites – which is exactly where this useful app comes in. Freedom provides a way for you to block annoying websites and applications and waste time for a specified period of time. You can customize
your own list of sites to block — or yes, even block your entire access to the Internet so you can keep your focus fully under control. Cost: FreeGet for Android or iOS 6 Trello This one is great for managing your workflow – especially if your work requires collaborating with teammates or sharing information with clients. In particular, Trello
helps you organize projects with easy-to-use layouts. Smaller tasks can be grouped into cards and boards, all of which can be assigned to a group or team member - and then given a due date - for an easy way to manage progress. Cost: FreeGet for Android or iOS 7 Toggl Simply Put, Toggl is a time tracking app that helps you keep
track of how much time you spend on different tasks – the idea is that once you're more aware of how you spend your time, you can learn to make the most of it and plan your schedule accordingly. In addition to simple timer tools, Toggl also offers detailed reports on your data as well as easy scheduling to optimize your productivity. Cost:
FreeGet for Android or iOS 8 Page 3 Some apps are just as comprehensive or as aesthetic as Things, which also won an Apple Design Award back in 2017. Now in its new and improved third version, this popular productivity app offers everything from a dynamic calendar to a detailed task list, complete with a simple interface that makes
managing your tasks really easy. Cost: $9.99Get it for iOS 9 Habitica Habitica is not your typical custom tracking app – it's also a fun role-playing game! Like Forest, it uses gamification to help increase productivity and foster good habits in your daily life. Once you've entered your daily goals and habits, the app allows you to special
avatar; then, as you complete the task, you can level up your avatar and unlock cool features (including armor, pets, and quests!). Cost: FreeGet it for Android or iOS 10 Any.do Here's another great task management app that's great for managing your life. Task list apps, calendars, planners, and reminders are all in one, Any.do offers an
easy system to stay on top of your tasks. Plus, it integrates well with your other calendars and offers sync on all your other devices – not to mention a handy voice entry feature that lets you add items to a task list just by talking. Cost: FreeGet for Android or iOS 11 Because If you're the type of person who forgets things constantly, this one
is a great app for you to have. Because it basically serves as a reminder app, it allows you to set due dates and important reminders in your schedule – and then give you constant notice so you'll never forget that deadline or meeting again. Cost: $6.99Get it for iOS 12 Google Calendar There's a good chance that you're already using this
popular cross-platform app – but the reality is that there really isn't a better calendar app out there. With easy scheduling tools to organize tasks, appointments, and reminders, this online calendar service is a very easy way to stay on top of your daily tasks and events – and essentially for anyone with a busy schedule. Cost: FreeGet for
Android or iOS This content is created and maintained by third parties, and imported into this page to help users provide their email address. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io The Blacklist became one of NBC's top-rated shows in its first season. Booked season 8, fans are more involved
than ever in the mystery surrounding FBI Agent Elizabeth Keen (Megan Boone), and her informant, Raymond Red Reddington (James Spader). That said, was The Blacklist filmed near Washington D.C.? 'The Blacklist' follows FBI informant Stacy Keach as Robert Vesco, James Spader as Raymond 'Red' Reddington, Dikran Tulaine as
Maxwell Ruddiger | Virginia Sherwood/NBCU Photo Bank/NBCUniversal via Getty Images via Getty Images RELATED: 'The Blacklist': Which FBI Task Force Star Has the Highest Net Worth? NBC's The Blacklist is a crime drama that follows a wanted criminal after he turned himself in to the FBI. Spader's character, a former U.S. Navy
officer turned elusive criminal, Reddington, offers criminals an underground blacklist in exchange for immunity. The catch is that he'll only work directly with Boone's character, Agent Keen. The series was renewed in February for season 8. The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic is closing production season earlier than planned. The left-
hander is scrambling to finish the season properly. A semi-animated finale takes place, giving the author freedom of control over how it leads into season 8. Fans are divided on nontraditional animation portions. When the show resumes, there will be a new lead cast member. TV Line reports that Laura Sohn's character, Agent Alina Park,
is officially part of the team. He replaces Samar Navabi Marno), who left in Season 6. Was 'The Blacklist' filmed in Washington D.C.? RELATED: 'The Blacklist': Why a Sony Executive Called-Out Producer, Jon Bokenkamp For a Politically Charged TV Show Small Details Episodes tend to revolve around the political landscape (obviously).
Blacklists should be organized in and around D.C. area. Plotlines are inspired by crimes solved by the fbi's immediate office and a secret Task Force team. The show was primarily filmed in New York City, New York. As several outlets reported, The Blacklist was shot in the same studio law &amp; Order has been filmed for over 20 years.
Some of the landmarks depicted in the event include the FBI's J Edgar Hoover building, the Lincoln Memorial, the Washington Monument, and the National Mall. Through the magic of TV, much of this can be structured through editing. Untapped Cities noted NYC's main location The Blacklist has been filmed for the past seven seasons.
Some of these include Madison Square Park, Yonkers Train Station and the recognisable Whitney Museum (which was under construction when the series was filmed). The Holtermann Bakery on Staten Island has doubled as an old auto repair shop located in Cuba, according to SILive.Com. As for when season 8 will resume in The Big
Apple, it's hard to say. Filming will not continue until all NYC is open to the public and restrictions on COVID-19 are increased. The creator, Jon Bokenkamp, told TV Guide, We can get into the writers room this season with some really interesting big turns that will be a great cliffhanger, but I think it will be a really fantastic stepping stone to
what happens next season. Here's what it takes to film an episode of 'The Blacklist' RELATED: 'The Blacklist': Why Producers Cast One Significant Character 3 Days Before Filming A lot goes into creating a one-hour episode of The Blacklist, regardless of location. I don't think people really know, I certainly don't, what went into making the
one-hour drama was kind of crazy, Boone told St. Louis affiliate NBC. You see a quick flash. Everything was edited together. It looks really slick and attractive and we were in the middle of a bank of snow for 12 hours a few days, so the kind of glamour sometimes goes away. He explained that one episode takes about nine days of filming
with five to eight scenes per day. I think I work more now than I used to wake up during the day, he said. It will be one of the defining and creative moments of my life, he said. Says.
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